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DREMEL VRT1 APPLICATIONS

General Applications
• Cut
• Sand
• Clean
• Polish
• Sharpen
• Carve
• Engrave

•
•

Remove paint
Contour sanding

Hobby/Craft
• Engrave a glass ornament, vase or drinking glass
• Cut, sand and engrave model cars, trains, planes
and boats
• Etch glass doors or tables
• Create napkin rings out of mini terra cotta pots
• Cut eggshells for seasonal egg decorations
• Make a wooden bracelet
• Engrave stones for backyard pet burials
• Create terra cotta luminaries
• Make a wood or gourd birdhouse
• Drill beads for jewelry-making

Dust-Producing Projects
• Drywall
• Wood
• Glass
• Ceramic
• Variety of similar dust-producing materials
Home Improvement and Repair
• Sand dings out of antique wooden furniture
• Remove paint drips from window sills

Materials
• soft wood
• Laminates
• Plastics
• Adhesives
• Acrylic
• Glass
• Windows and doors
• Cabinets

Woodworking
• Create a nameplate for a toy box, desk or wall
hanging
• Restore a damaged chair
• Create wall carvings or figurines
• Sand in tight corners

About Dremel
Since inventing the high-speed rotary tool in 1934, the Dremel brand has been helping makers with its
full line of versatile tool systems that deliver the perfect solution for almost any job. From our Dremel
rotary tools, Multi-Max™ oscillating tools, Ultra-Saw™ and Saw-Max™ multi-saws, Fortiflex™ flex
shaft tool or the Idea Builder™ 3D printer, makers have come to know and trust the brand to complete
their projects. Combining compact size, ergonomic design, precision and versatility, with a wide range of
highly engineered accessories, Dremel tools can be used to accomplish numerous applications on a
variety of materials.
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Today, as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Robert Bosch Tool Corporation in Mount Prospect, IL,
Dremel celebrates 83 years in business and maintains its commitment to innovation and quality.
Regardless of what the task may be, the Dremel brand is dedicated to empowering makers through
creativity, precision and project enjoyment.
###
Editor’s Note: Dremel® is a registered brand name and is used as an adjective to describe the products made by the
Dremel brand.

